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The Texas Tech 
Approach

! Overall philosophy

! How and why Texas Tech developed this approach

! How you can implement this on your campus



FFC 
Recruitment

Informal Recruitment
! No recruitment kick-off event to avoid large gatherings
! Students can distribute bids beginning the first day of class -
2020-2021 academic year
! Students retain the ability to distribute bids until the last day of 
class - 2020-2021 academic year



FFC 
Recruitment

Health precautions
• Chapters should implement professional cleaning of any private 

residences or lodges that will be used for recruitment purposes prior to 
the beginning of Informal Recruitment

• Chapters should have working sinks within their recruitment spaces with 
full bottles of soap

• Chapters should provide a minimum of three (3) hand sanitizer stations 
positioned and advertised within their recruitment spaces

• All beverages provided must be bottled and not served mass quantity –
Ex: no tea or lemonade jugs

• Depending on size limitations on gatherings, chapters should follow local 
and state size restrictions as recommended by CDC

• If offering foods, Chapters should follow food regulations as set by local 
and state agencies and the CDC 

• Signage should be placed throughout private residences or lodges 
alerting all present to necessary health-related pre-cautions.  Links to 
signs are provided below in the section titled “Resources.”



FFC 
Recruitment

General Overview of Schedule
• Prior to starting Informal Recruitment, to accept a bid, Potential New 

Members (PNMs) should take any pre-recruitment risk management 
modules that are required by either the institution or inter/national 
organization

• Beginning of Informal Recruitment is the first day of class of the new 
academic year

• IFC Student Staff
o FFC members should work with their local IFCs to adopt these 

regulations
o As part of that, IFC should authorize use of PNM recruitment 

sign-up fees, if available, to be partially distributed to all IFC 
organizations participating in recruitment to defray the cost of 
hosting informal recruitment on a per chapter basis 



FFC 
Recruitment

Accountability measures
• If the IFC adopts these guidelines, all chapters and students 

may be held accountable to the Student Code of Conduct, IFC 
bylaws and policies, and all recruitment rules

• All infractions can be monitored and enforced by an IFC 
judicial/conduct board



FFC 
Hosting Events

Recommendations for hosting events
• How and why Holmes Murphy developed its 

recommendations
• Most important take-aways



FFC 
Hosting Events

Before hosting events
" Be aware of all guidelines and policies (local, state, 

college/university, national organization)
" Determine your own space limitations
" Prepare a guest list that consider capacity and for possible 

use for contact tracing
" Post signage regarding health and safety precautions



FFC 
Hosting Events

During events
" Pursue virtual group events, gatherings, or meetings when possible
" Promote social distancing of at least 6 feet between people including in 

seated areas
" Limit group size 
" Consider hosting outdoor events
" Encourage or require attendees to wear masks and consider providing 

masks for attendees  
" Ensure adequate supplies are on hand and available for use including 

sinks with soap, and hand sanitizer 
" Consider taking the temperature of attendees before they enter
" Post signs in highly visible locations that promote everyday protective 

measure to prevent the spread of germs
" Develop a schedule for increased, routine cleaning and disinfection 
" Ensure ventilation systems operate properly and increase circulation of 

outdoor air as much as possible 
" Install physical barriers (sneeze guards and partitions) where it is difficult 

to physically distance and use physical guides, such as tape on floors, to 
encourage distancing



Q&A

Questions submitted in advance to get us started:

Thoughts on conducting business meetings? Live or virtual?

How can a chapter best socially distance, especially given the shortage of large meeting 
rooms that would allow everyone to be gathered and still 6’ apart?

If a member is uncomfortable going to a meeting, how can they be accommodated, 
virtually or otherwise?

Any suggestions regarding the necessity of using the handshake or enacting 
other fraternity secrets if they require close transmission?

Is there any value to a statement conveying accurate info, and appealing to groups to 
revisit facts?

Is there any value in encouraging members or even Greek communities to write and 
agree to (sign?) their own “Honor code” for Covid-safe behavior that can be vetted in 
chapter group discussion before school even begins or may begin?

Many chapters may choose to initiate their new members from last Spring:  

Is there an IHQ deadline by which members must be initiated?

Guidelines for social distancing during ritual while still  maintaining 
ceremonial integrity?



For more 
information

! Contact your fraternity headquarters

! Use the FFC “Managing the Fall,” resource materials

! Email: FFC@fraternityforward.org

! And, don’t forget to “like” Fraternity Forward 
Coalition on Facebook

http://fraternityforward.org

